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R´ esum´ e
In the compound Poisson risk model, several strong hypotheses may be found
too restrictive to describe accurately the evolution of the reserves of an insurance
company. This is especially true for a company that faces natural disaster risks like
earthquake or ﬂooding. For such risks, claim amounts are often inter-dependent
and they may also depend on the history of the natural phenomenon. The present
paper is concerned with a situation of this kind where each claim amount depends
on the previous interclaim arrival time, or on past interclaim arrival times in a
more complex way. Our main purpose is to evaluate, for large initial reserves, the
asymptotic ﬁnite-time ruin probabilities of the company when the claim sizes have
aheavy-taileddistribution.Theapproachisbasedmoreparticularlyontheanalysis
of spacings in a conditioned Poisson process.
Keywords : Risk process, ﬁnite-time ruin probabilities, asymptotic approximation for
large initial reserves, path-dependent claim amount, heavy-tailed claim amount, Pois-
son spacings.
1 Introduction
The compound Poisson risk model is the central model proposed in insurance





































9reader is referred e.g. to the comprehensive books by Rolski et al. (1999), Asmussen
(2000) and Kaas et al. (2001). It is well recognized, however, that the simplifying hypo-
theses at the basis of the model may be too restrictive for certain insurance coverages,
especially with rare but extreme risks like earthquake or ﬂooding. The present paper is
concerned with situations of that kind.
1.1 Framework and motivations
Let us begin by recalling the model in its standard version. The reserves of the
company, fR(t); t  0g, are given by
R(t) = u + ct   S(t); t  0; (1.1)
where u  0 is the amount of initial reserves, c > 0 is the premium income rate and





Xi; t  0; (1.2)
where fN(t); t  0g is a Poisson process, with parameter , which counts the claim
occurrences until time t, and fXi; i = 1;2;:::g are the successive claim amounts which
arerepresentedbynon-negativeindependentidenticallydistributedrandomvariables.
Let fVi; i = 1;2;:::g be the interarrival times of successive claims. By construction, these
random variables are independent with a common exponential distribution. Moreover,
the inter-occurrence times are assumed to be independent of the claim amounts.
A statistics of great interest is the probability of (non-)ruin over any ﬁxed horizon
of ﬁnite length. Denote by  (u;t) the probability of ruin before time t, t  0, for initial
reserves u :
 (u;t) = P(9 s 2 [0;t]; R(s) < 0 j R(0) = u); u;t  0: (1.3)
Dierent methods have been proposed to evaluate  (u;t); see, e.g., Lef` evre and Loisel
(2008).
Recently, much research has been devoted to the evaluation of ruin probabilities,
over ﬁnite or inﬁnite horizon, when some independence and stationarity assumptions
of the model are relaxed. A number of references will be mentioned later in the section
(the list being non-exhaustive, of course).
In practice, the independence assumptions on, and between, the sequences fXig
and fVig may be too unrealistic. Typically, this arises in the case of natural disasters
like earthquake (or ﬂooding). The occurrence of an earthquake often increases the
probability of by-claims in a near future. If the last earthquake occurred a long time
ago, the next earthquake is likely to be more severe. If two earthquakes occur in a short
time span, the second one may cause unusual damages like ﬂooding.
This question has already been raised and discussed in the literature. Albrecher and
Boxma (2004) consider that the time between two claim occurrences depends on the
previous claim amount. Exact expressions for the Laplace transform of the (ultimate)





































9and the subsequent claim size are dependent through an arbitrary copula structure.
Asymptotic results for both the ﬁnite and inﬁnite-time ruin probabilities are then de-
rived. Boudreault et al. (2006) consider a particular form of dependence among the
interclaim time and the subsequent claim size : if the current interclaim time exceeds a
certain threshold, the distribution of the next claim is modiﬁed. The defective renewal
equation satisﬁed by the expected Gerber-Shiu discounted penalty function is then
obtained. In Meng et al. (2008), the time between two claim occurrences determine the
distribution of the next claim. Some exact and approximation results are derived for
the survival probability. Ambagaspitiya (2009) determines the ruin probability for two
formsofdependencebetweenclaimsizeandoccurrenceintheSparreAndersenmodel.
See also the references given in these papers.
Thepresentpaperdiscussesseveralscenariosofdependencebetweenclaimamounts
and interclaim arrivals. Such scenarios are motivated by earthquake or ﬂooding-type
risks. Our purpose is to provide approximations to the ﬁnite-time ruin probabilities,
for large initial reserves, when the claim amounts have heavy-tailed distributions. This
work can also be seen as a sequel to a recent paper by Biard et al. (2008). Here the claim
amount distributions are allowed to depend, to some extent, on the history of the claim
arrival process.
1.2 Basic assumptions and implications
As in the classical model, claims occur according to a Poisson process fN(t); t  0g.
Let Ui =
Pi
j=1 Vj; i  1, be the claim arrival times.
Let us turn to the claim amounts fXi; i  1g. Firstly, the Xi is allowed to be one of
two dierent types of random variables Yi or Zi depending on the behavior of past
interarrival times Vj, j  i. Three dierent models that describe this dependence will
be examined.
Secondly, all the severities Yi have the same distribution function (d.f.) F, and each
vector Y
(j) = (Y1;:::;Yj), j  1, is of multivariate regular variation of index   with
 > 0, i.e. there exists a  2 Sj 1, where Sj 1 is the unit sphere with respect to a norm
j  j, such that
P









  ! denotes vague convergence on Sj 1 (see e.g. Resnick (2004) and Basrak et al.
(2002)). Analogously, the amounts Zi too have a common distribution function G, and
each vector Z(j) = (Z1;:::;Zj), j  1, is again of multivariate regularly varying but of
index with > 0.ThesequencesfYi; i  1g,fZi; i  1gandfVi; i  1gareindependent
of each other.
A key tool in the analysis will be the following well-known result (see e.g. Barbe
et al. (2006)). If (Y1;:::;Yj) is regularly varying of index   with common marginal d.f.
F, then the right tail of the partial sum Sj = Y1 + ::: + Yj can be approximated as





































9where  means that the ratio tends to 1 as x ! 1. The parameter qj; in (1.4) depends
on j,  and on the dependence structure inside the vector (Y1;:::;Yj).
Table 1 provides examples of qj; for some classical multivariate copulas (see Nelsen
(2006) for a nice introduction to copulas). The independent copula corresponds to
the special case where the Yi, 1  i  j, are independent. The Fr´ echet upper bound
represents the case where the Yi’s are comonotonic. The non-degenerate Gaussian
copula is the case where the dependence between the Yi’s is drawn from a multivariate
Gaussiandistributionwithacorrelationmatrixwithcoecientsstrictlythan1outside
of the diagonal. A copula introduced in Biard et al. (2008), denoted BBL in the sequel,
is built as follows :
Yi = IiW0 + (1   Ii)Wi; 1  i  j; (1.5)
where Wi, 0  i  j, are i.i.d. random variables, and Ii, 1  i  j, are i.i.d. Bernoulli
random variables with parameter p, these two sequences being mutually independent.
Special copulas qj;
Independent j








pi(1   p)j i  
j   i + i
Tab. 1 – Values of qj; in (1.4) for dierent copulas.
Letusmentionthatthestudyofthesumofdependentrandomvariableshasreceived
much attention in actuarial sciences. See e.g. W¨ uthrich (2003), Alink et al. (2004), Alink
et al. (2005), Barbe et al. (2006), Albrecher et al. (2006), Biard et al. (2008) and Kortschak
and Albrecher (2009), among many others.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we obtain the asymptotic ﬁnite-time
ruin probabilities for regularly varying claim sizes in the risk model introduced by
Boudreault et al. (2006). In Section 3, we derive such ruin probabilities in two other
risk models, for earthquake or ﬂooding-type risks, that take consecutive gauge-loading
eects into account. The methods of proof will rely on the approximation (1.4) and
the analysis of spacings in a conditioned Poisson process. Finally, some numerical
illustrations are presented in Section 4.
2 Direct eects of each interclaim arrival
Our starting point is the model of Boudreault et al. (2006) where claim amounts
are of two dierent types depending on the length of the previous interclaim arrival.
Hereafter, we are going to assume that the claim amounts may be dependent and they
have heavy tailed distributions.
Speciﬁcally, if an interarrival period Vi is larger than a ﬁxed threshold , then the





































9to another random variable Zi. As stipulated before, each vector Y(j) = (Y1;:::;Yj) is
of multivariate regular variation of index   and common d.f. F, while each vector
Z(j) = (Z1;:::;Zj) is of multivariate regularly varying of index   and common d.f. G.
For instance, for earthquake-type risks, one would expect that  <  : the longer a
period without any earthquake, more serious will be the next earthquake. For ﬂooding
risks, the inverse situation where  >  seems to be quite plausible.
Consider the random variable M(t;) that gives the number of spacings of the
Poisson process fN(s); 0  s  tg which are larger than . Conditioning by the number
of events N(t), deﬁne the following.
LetM(n;t;)betherandomvariablethatcountsthenumber,during(0;t),ofPoisson
spacings which are larger than , given that N(t) = n ( 1) and 0 <  < t.














F(u + ct); (2.1)
while if  > , for t > 0 and large u,
 (u;t) 
8
> > > <






P[M(n;t;) = n   j] qj;
9
> > > =
> > > ;
G(u + ct); (2.2)
with, for 0  j  n,




























i > v) =
8
> > > <
> > > :
1; v  0;
(1   iv)
n ; 0 < v < 1=i;
0; 1=i  v < 1:
(2.4)
Proof. Consider S(t), the aggregate claim amount (1.2). Following Biard et al. (2008),
we know that if x 7! P[S(t) > x] is regularly varying, then for large u,
 (u;t)  P[S(t) > u + ct]: (2.5)
To begin with, we ﬁnd that
P[S(t) > x] =
1 X
n=1







P[M(t;) = jjN(t) = n]





































9and by the model assumptions,







P(Y1 + ::: + Yj + Z1 + ::: + Zn j > x): (2.6)
Note that
P[M(n;t;) = j] = 0 for j > t=;
so that the summation over j in (2.7) goes from 1 to min(n;bt=c). Now, suppose that
 < , so that G(x) = o(F(x)) for large x. Putting Sk = Y1 + ::: + Yk and Tk = Z1 + ::: + Zk,
k  1, and using Proposition 1.1 in Cai and Tang (2004) and (1.4), we obtain
P(Sj + Tn j > x)  P(Sj > x) + P(Tn j > x)
 P(Sj > x)  qj; F(x); 1  j  n: (2.7)
Inserting (2.7) in (2.6) then yields














that is, the function P[S(t) > x] is regularly varying with parameter . Therefore, (2.5)
is applicable and gives the announced result (2.1). The approximation (2.2) is derived
in a similar way.
Now,itremainstoevaluatethedistributionofthevariableM(n;t;).AsfN(t); t  0g
is a Poisson process, it is well-known that given N(t) = n, the claim instants U1;:::;Un
are distributed as the order statistics of n uniform random variables on [0;t], and the
interclaim arrivals V1;:::;Vn (i.e. the associated spacings) are exchangeable random
variables such that the p.d.f. of the vector (V
1;:::;V
i), where V





(1   v1   :::   vi)
n i;
for v1;:::;vi  0; v1 + ::: + vi  1;
see e.g. David and Nagaraja (2003), Sec. 6.4. Consequently, whenever v1;:::;vj  0 with





i > vi) = (1   v1   :::   vi)
n: (2.8)
In particular, choosing vi = =t = v for all i in (2.8), we ﬁnd that P(V1 > ;:::;Vi > ) is
provided by the formula (2.4) above. Let us consider the event that exactly j interclaim





































9Nagaraja (2003) (p. 129-130), we then get


































i > v); (2.9)
with v = =t. 
3 Consecutive gauge-loading eects
In this section, we want to incorporate in the risk model the observation that several
consecutive claims with large, or small, interoccurrence times are more susceptible to
be followed by severe damages. By comparison with the previous model, it will be
necessary this time to take (part of) the history of the claim arrival process into account.
So, a gauge will be used to register the large, or small, interclaim arrivals; initially, the
gauge is empty.
3.1 Earthquake-type phenomenon
Roughly speaking, for a risk of earthquake-type, the severity of a catastrophe is
expected to be more important if the latest catastrophes occur a long time ago. In this
sense, let us assume that if k consecutive interclaim arrivals are larger than , then a
more dangerous catastrophe may arise. Moreover, just after, the gauge is put at level
0. Damages caused by standard earthquakes give multivariate regular varying vectors
Z(j) of index  , while the more severe form regular varying vectors Y(j) with index  
and common d.f. F.
LetM+(n;k;t;)betherandomvariablethatcountsthenumberofsequences,during
(0;t), of k consecutive Poisson spacings which are larger than , given that N(t) = n
( 1).


































































x1 +  + xk + j
x1;:::;xk; j
!
P[M(n;t;) = n   x1      xk]=
 
n
x1 +  + xk
!
; (3.2)
where the inner summation is over all nonnegative integers x1;:::;xk such that x1 +2x2 ++
kxk = n   i   kj and x2 + 2x3 + ::: + (k   1)xk  bt=c   i   kj.
Proof. It suces to substitute M+(n;k;t;) for M(n;t;) in the proof of Proposition 2.1.
By adapting and combining (2.6) and (2.7), we then ﬁnd that






P[M+(n;t;) = j] qj; F(x);
which leads again to the desired approximation (3.1).
One has now to determine the p.m.f. of the random variable M+(n;k;t;). This
is closely related to the evaluation of the so-called binomial distributions of order k
(see e.g. the book by Balakrishnan and Koutras (2002)). Remember that the p.m.f. of
M(n;t;) is given in Proposition 2.2. Denote by S the event [a Poisson spacing until
time t is larger than , given that N(t) = n], and let F be the complementary event.
Following Philippou and Makri (1986), we observe that a typical element of the event
[M+(n;k;t;) = j] consists in an arrangement of the form
a1a2 :::ax1+:::+xk+j SS:::S |  {z  }
i
; with 0  i  k   1;
where x1 of the a’s are F, x2 of the a’s are SF, :::, xk of the a’s are SS:::S |  {z  }
k 1
F and j of the a’s
are SS:::S |  {z  }
k
. Note that these xk are subject to the constraint x1+2x2+:::+kxk +kj+i = n.
Moreover, by construction of the model, the number of S has to be smaller than bt=c,
so that x2 + 2x3 + (k   1)xk + kj + i  bt=c. Now, such arrangements are in number
 




and each of them has probability
P[M(n;t;) = n   x1      xk]=
 
n
x1 +  + xk
!
;






































For a risk of ﬂooding-type, a close succession of claims is expected to be followed
by a more important catastrophe. So, we here assume that if k consecutive interclaim
arrivals are smaller than , then the next claim may be more severe. Moreover, the
gauge becomes empty once an interoccurrence time is larger than  (it corresponds to
a reconstruction time). In case of standard ﬂoods, damages form multivariate regular
varying vectors Y(j) of index  , while the more severe give regular varying vectors Z(j)
with index   and common d.f. G.
LetM (n;k;t;)betherandomvariablethatcountsthenumberofsequences,during
(0;t), of at least k consecutive Poisson spacings which are smaller than , given that
N(t) = n ( 1).


















G(u + ct); (3.3)
with, for 0  j  min(b(n + 1)=(k + 1)c;bt=(   1)c),






x1 +  + xn
x1;:::;xn
!
P[M(n;t;) = x1 +  + xn]=
 
n
x1 +  + xn
!
; (3.4)
where the inner summation is over all nonnegative integers x1;:::;xn such that x1+2x2++
nxn = n   i, xk+1 + ::: + xn + 1fikg = j and x1 + ::: + xn  bt=c.
Proof. Substituting this time M (n;k;t;) for M(n;t;) in the proof of Proposition 2.1
allows us to derive similarly the desired approximation (3.3).
To determine the p.m.f. of the random variable M (n;k;t;), one still may argue as
for M+(n;k;t;). Let S be here the event [a Poisson spacing until time t is smaller than
, given that N(t) = n], and let F be the complementary event. An element of the event
[M (n;k;t;) = j] is an arrangement of the form
a1a2 :::ax1+:::+xn SS:::S |  {z  }
i
; with 0  i  n;
where x1 of the a’s are F, x2 of the a’s are SF, :::, xn of the a’s are SS:::S |  {z  }
n 1
F, with the
constraints x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn + i = n and xk+1 + ::: + xn + 1fikg = j. In addition, as the
number of spacings larger than  is smaller than bt=c, one has x1 + ::: + xn  bt=c.
Now, the number of such arrangements is
 








































9each of them having probability
P[M(n;t;) = x1 + ::: + xn]=
 
n
x1 +  + xn
!
;
so that the formula (3.4) then follows. 
4 Numerical analysis
A central step of the numerical analysis is the computation of the p.m.f. of the
random variables M(n;t;), M+(n;k;t;) and M (n;k;t;). For that, one can use the
exact formulas obtained before. Another possible way is to proceed by recursion. A
recursive method is provided in the Appendix for the variables M+ and M  (it is not
simpler for M). Both methods have their own advantages and drawbacks.
– The exact formulas are easier to implement but the computation is longer.
– The recursive method works faster but implementation is fastidious.
Hereafter, we have chosen to work with the exact formulas because we aim to see
the impact of various dependence parameters on the asymptotic ruin probabilities.
Someone who wants to investigate larger time horizons for example, might prefer to
follow the recursive method.
4.1 Impact of a dependence between claim amounts
Inthisﬁrstpart,weconsiderasymptoticruinprobabilities (u;t)fordierentvalues
of qk; (see Table 1). In order to have a spectrum of dependence, the parameter p (called
“dependence parameter”) in the BLL copula model is allowed to vary from 0 to 1 with
step 0:01. When the dependence parameter equals 0 we have the independence case,
and when it equals 1 we obtain the Fr´ echet upper bound case. The other parameters
are :
u c  Distribution of the riskier claim amount
1;000;000 10 0:1 Pareto law with parameter 
For the model of Section 2, we examine the case where  < . For t = 10 and for both
 = 0:5 and  = 3, two cases are investigated, one with  = 1 and the other with  = 2.
Each case is plotted ﬁrst separately and then in a same graph. When  = 0:5 (Figure 1)
the asymptotic ruin probability is a decreasing function of the dependence parameter
p. It is the opposite when  = 3 (Figure 2).
For the model of Subsection 3.1, with k = 3, the same phenomenon is observed (see





































9Fig. 1 – Asymptotic ruin probability for the model of Section 2 as a function of the
dependence parameter p in the BLL copula when  = 0:5 and t = 10.
4.2 Impact of a dependence between interclaim arrivals and claim
amounts
In this second part, we examine the eect of two parameters on the asymptotic ruin
probabilities :  for the model of Section 2 and  and k for the model of Subsection
3.2. Let us choose  = 3, for instance. For each case, we consider two dependence
parameters p = 0:4 and p = 0:8; these are plotted separately and the relative dierence
is then plotted in a third graph.
For the model of Section 2 with t = 10, we obtain that as expected, the asymptotic
ruin probability is a decreasing function of  (see Figure 5).
For the model of Subsection 3.1 with t = 20, the asymptotic ruin probability is a





































9Fig. 2 – Asymptotic ruin probability for the model of Section 2 as a function of the





































9Fig. 3 – Asymptotic ruin probability for the model of Subsection 3.1 as a function of the





































9Fig. 4 – Asymptotic ruin probability for the model of Subsection 3.1 as a function of the





































9Fig. 5 – Asymptotic ruin probability for the model of Section 2 as a function of  when
 = 3 and t = 10.
Fig. 6 – Asymptotic ruin probability for the model of Subsection 3.1 as a function of 





































9Fig. 7 – Asymptotic ruin probability for the model of Subsection 3.1 as a function of k






































We present in this section a recursive method to compute the p.m.f. of M+(n;k;t;)
and M (n;k;t;). The method of proof is directly inspired from Makri and Philippou
(2005) (Theorem 4.1).





























































M+(n   1   l;k;t   s;) = j   bl=kc

ds;
(b) for n  k + 1,






























P[M+(n   1   l;k;t   s;) = 0]ds;






(d) for n = k,
P[M+(n;k;t;) = 0] = 1   pk;k(t);
P[M+(n;k;t;) = 1] = pk;k(t);
(e) for 0  n  k   1,










if n  t;
p0;n(t) = 1   pn;n(t);
and for 1  l  n   1,
pl;n(t) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :





















































(a) Let n  k+1 and 1  j  min(bn=kc;bt=(k)c). Deﬁne, for l = 0;:::;n 1, the event Al
= [l interarrival times larger than  precede the ﬁrst interarrival time smaller than
 in the sequence of n interarrival times] and the event B = [there is no interarrival

















































M+(n   1;k;t   s;) = j

fU1(s)ds:










M+(n   1   l;k;t   s;) = j

fUl+1(s)ds:



















From (2.4), we get, for 1  l  n   1,
P(Al) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
0 if l > t;
P(V1 > ;:::;Vl > )   P(V1 > ;:::;Vl+1 > ) if (l + 1)  t;
P(V1 > ;:::;Vl > ) if   t < (l + 1);
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :















if l  t < (l + 1);












0 if n > t;




























































where B(:;:) is the Beta function. So, we deduce part (a) of the proposition.
(b) When j = 0 and n  k, we observe that
[M+(n;k;t;) = 0] =
k 1 [
l=0
f[M+(n;k;t;) = 0] \ Alg;
so that




For l = 0,
P[M+(n;k;t;) = 0jA0] =
Z 
0
P[M+(n   1;k;t   s;) = 0] fU1(s)ds:
For 1  l  k   1,
P[M+(n;k;t;) = 0jAl] =
Z t
l
P[M+(n   1   l;k;t   s;) = 0] fUl+1(s)ds:
For l  k,
P[M+(n;k;t;) = 0jAl] = 0:
Thus, we get part (b) of the proposition.
(c) Obvious fact.
(d) For n = k,








P[M+(n;k;t;) = 0] = 1   P[M+(n;k;t;) = 1]:
(e) Obvious fact. 




















































































9(b) for n  k + 1,
















P[M (n   1   l;k;t   s;) = 0]ds;






(d) for n = k,
P[M (n;k;t;) = 0] = 1   qk;k(t);
P[M (n;k;t;) = 1] = qk;k(t);
(e) for 0  n  k   1,
P[M (n;k;t;) = 0] = 1;
where hereabove,


















































































Proof. We will follow an analogous argument.
(a) Let n  k   1 and 1  j  min(b(n + 1)=(k + 1)c;bt=(   1)c). Deﬁne this time, for
l = 0;:::;n 1, Al = [l interarrival times smaller than  precede the ﬁrst interarrival
time larger than  in the sequence of n interarrival times] and B = [there is no





















































































M (n   1;k;t   s;) = j

fUl+1(s)ds:



















From David and Nagaraja (2003) p. 126, 134-135, we have, for 1  l  n   1,
P(Al) = P(V1  ;:::;Vl  )   P(V1  ;:::;Vl+1  )




















































































Using again the expression of fUl(u), l = 1;:::;n, we then obtain part (a) of the
proposition.
(b) As for part (b) of Proposition 5.1.
(c) Obvious fact.
(d) For n = k,


































(e) Obvious fact. 
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